What is a

FourSquare

Retention Study
A FourSquare Study means
 200 completed telephone interviews per branch
 Random sample is controlled to be a mirror
image of the membership
 Advanced conjoint analysis provides actionable
results: we tell you what to do, how to do it,
and who to focus on
Member retention means
 higher membership revenues
 lower marketing costs
 a stronger YMCA community

Member satisfaction is worthless.
Member retention is priceless.
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Retention studies help you target the aspects of your service which will have the most effect on
maintaining membership. This requires an understanding of both how satisﬁed each member is on a
variety of issues and also how important each of these is in their decision to remain a member of your
YMCA. A FourSquare Retention Study uses correlation analysis to pinpoint where you should focus
your retention efforts.
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By analyzing proﬁles of members who are at risk of quitting, a FourSquare Retention Study identiﬁes
the member groups who need your special attention.
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Please read the following article written for Perspective magazine
by FourSquare Research Managing Partner Li Li. It will give you
more insight into the methods, results, and value of membership
retention studies.

Consider this example: For a large
YMCA with 30,000 membership units;
a one percent gain in membership retention translates into 300 units. If each
unit pays an average of $600 in annual
membership fees, this increase results
in retaining an additional $180,000
in membership revenues. Imagine
the revenue potential with increasing
retention rates by ﬁve or 10 percent.

Li Li is Managing Partner of
FourSquare Research, Inc.
in Atlanta, Georgia.
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For further information, the author may
be contacted at lili@foursquareresearch.com

